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Bookmaker Working for Another Bookmaker: Registration Form 2023 
 
No on-course bookmaker (i.e. someone named on the Schedule X of an Operating Licence) is 
licensed to represent, or have a share with, another bookmaker unless they have an official 
partnership Operating Licence.   RBC recognises, however, that a bookmaker may wish to work for 
another bookmaker from time to time purely as an employee, contractor or simply as a ‘favour.’ 
 
Any bookmaker intending to work for another bookmaker in any capacity on-course (other than 
pursuant to an official partnership Operating Licence) must register their intention with, identifying the 
bookmaker for which they intend to work, by completing and submitting this form.  Registration will 
enable RBC to maintain a database of bookmakers who work for other bookmakers, which will assist 
racecourses/RBC in its monitoring of possible pitch renting/sharing. 
 
This form needs to be filled in every time a named bookmaker works for the nominated bookmaker. 
Any Named Bookmaker who wishes to work for more than one Nominated Bookmaker must complete 
and submit multiple forms. No fees are payable. 
 
1. Name of Bookmaker ("the Named Bookmaker") who intends to work for another Bookmaker: 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
2. Trading Name of the Named Bookmaker: 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….  
 
3. Name of Bookmaker (the ‘Nominated Bookmaker’) for whom the Named Bookmaker intends to 

work: 
 
..………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Terms and Conditions 
 

i) The renting or sharing of racecourse pitches is strictly prohibited.   
ii) The 2052 licence entitles the racecourse to seek all relevant documentary evidence to 

demonstrate that the Licence holder alone bore the trading liabilities/profit on any given 
raceday and that pitch renting/sharing did not occur.  This may include accounting details 
and business/employment records, although these examples are not exhaustive.  

iii) Any bookmaker who is found to be involved in pitch renting/sharing may be removed from 
the racecourse without notice and may risk losing his/her 2052 racecourse licence.  

 
Declaration 
 
I acknowledge, understand and agree to the terms and conditions under which a bookmaker can work 
for another bookmaker.  I declare that this employment is based solely on an employer/employee (or 
employer/contractor) relationship and that no pitch renting or sharing will take place as a result of this 
relationship. 
 
Signed 
 
Named Bookmaker :…………………………………………………………………………….. 

Nominated Bookmaker :…………………………………………………………………………….. 

Date   :…………………………………………………………………………….. 


